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with another renunciation, and one that so closely touched the
hearts of a people profoundly stirred by very recent outrages on
the German minority in Poland, outrages of that peculiarly un-
civilized character which no doubt made the Hitlerite regime in
1933 feel itself the natural ally of Pilsudski.
But none the less a political success had been achieved and
in November the German government was able to declare officially
that, in spite of taxes and economies, it was not in a position to
think of paying reparations and to ask what the Young plan
powers proposed to do in the matter. When it referred to taxes
and economies it was referring modestly enough to a whole series
of decrees and regulations which, in addition to protecting the
mark and other purely financial interests, were not merely alien-
ating the political friends of the ministry but were driving large
sections of the nation to despair. There is no need to enumerate
them here. It is enough to say that they had a threefold effect.
They reduced the salaries of officials, made drastic cuts in what
may be called government overheads and in social service expen-
diture while giving subsidies to interests, particularly agriculture,
in distress; they drastically increased many tariffs particularly,
again to help agriculture, on certain classes of foodstuffs, and they
even more drastically increased direct and indirect taxation. They
were all in themselves excellent had they come in time; unfor-
tunately each successive instalment of them was simultaneous
with a further fall in government income, a further fall in pro-
duction, and a further rise in unemployment. They formed the
economic scenery to the political drama to which if the reader
will keep some of the above dates in mind we can now turn to
watch the parties and personalities begin to take their places for
the grand finale of 1933.
The theatrical exodus of the Right parties from the Reichstag
cleared up the parliamentary situation for the few days before
the deputies voted themselves a vacation, but it was very far from
clearing up the situation as between the parties. It did not even,
as the anti-Hugenberg Nationalists carefully but sorrowfully
pointed out, clear up the situation of the Right parties. Hitlerism
was now at a particularly interesting stage. Not very long before

